
The Future of Pricing Models as Translation
Transforms from Computers-Aiding-Humans
to Humans-Aiding-Computers

CSA Research releases pricing strategy

reports based on interviews and surveys

with 563 buyers of language services in

27 countries and 430 LSPs in 63 countries

BOSTON, MA, USA, April 20, 2021

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Per-word pricing as the fundamental pricing strategy for the language

industry is under review as translation transforms from computers-aiding-humans to humans-

aiding-computers. Word-counts are less of a simple measure of effort when the variables are not

only the time and expertise of the linguist, but also the efficiency of the various forms and

augmentations to machine translation (MT), translation memory (TM) lookup, workflow, and

business processes enhanced by artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning. 

Will translation follow the lead of industries like marketing and music that changed their pricing

models to survive and continue delivering what the buyer wants? Or will it follow approaches

inspired by Uber and other gig-economy entrants? When purchasing or selling translation

services, there are many considerations in addition to the per word rate. 

Based on interviews and surveys with 563 buyers of language services from 27 countries and

with 430 LSPs in 63 countries, independent market research firm CSA Research has released a

series of reports dedicated to pricing and procurement strategies for both buyers and vendors

of language services. 

“Competition in the language services market is ruthless. LSPs can always find competitors that

are willing to undercut their rates. At the same time, though most buyers of language services

view translation and interpreting as commodities, they still invest time and effort when choosing

vendors and negotiating fair rates,” comments Alison Toon, senior analyst, CSA Research. “The

reports in this series present insightful data to help buyers of language services evaluate their

purchasing strategy and alternative methods for buying language services, while providing LSPs

with the tools and data they need to develop and grow their services and identify ways to help

their clients optimize processes.”

In its pricing and procurement research series, CSA Research outlines the models that LSPs use
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to structure the cost of services and feedback on these pricing strategies; disruptive forces in the

language sector; how other markets’ pricing models affect translation through buyer

expectations; buyer insights on pricing; translation model alternatives; recommendations for

buyers when evaluating how they procure and pay for language services and for LSPs as they

price these services. 

Reports included in CSA Research’s translation pricing and procurement series:

•    Translation Rates and Fees: 2021 

•    Buying Translation Services

•    How Popular are Per-Word Pricing Models?

•    Procurement: Friend or Foe?

•    Managing Multiple LSPs for Global Brand Support

•    Working with Multiple Agencies

•    What Buyers Think About LSP Pricing Models

•    How to Engage Global Procurement as Your Ally 

•    How to Win the High-Stakes RFP Game 

•    The Future of Language Services Pricing

•    LSP Pricing Strategies

The reports are published as part of CSA Research’s syndicated research membership. For more

information, visit http://www.csa-research.com or contact sales@csa-research.com. To schedule

a briefing with an analyst, contact research@csa-research.com. 

About CSA Research

CSA Research, formerly Common Sense Advisory, is an independent market research company

helping companies profitably grow their global businesses and gain access to new markets and

new customers. Its focus is on assisting its clients to operationalize, benchmark, optimize, and

innovate industry best practices in globalization, internationalization, localization, interpreting,

and translation. http://www.csa-research.com | @CSA_Research

Tweet: New research series by @CSA_Research analyzes the future of pricing models as

translation transforms from computers-aiding-humans to humans-aiding-computers ->

http://ow.ly/YpF450DAY6j. #procurement #pricing #translation #vendormanagement #MT
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try to be careful about weeding out false and misleading content. As a user, if you see something

we have missed, please do bring it to our attention. Your help is welcome. EIN Presswire,

Everyone's Internet News Presswire™, tries to define some of the boundaries that are reasonable

in today's world. Please see our Editorial Guidelines for more information.
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